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ABSTRACT

Knowledge work increasingly spans multiple computing
surfaces. Yet in status quo user experiences, content as well
as tools, behaviors, and workflows are largely bound to the
current device—running the current application, for the
current user, and at the current moment in time. SurfaceFleet
is a system and toolkit that uses resilient distributed
programming techniques to explore cross-device interactions
that are unbounded in these four dimensions of device,
application, user, and time. As a reference implementation,
we describe an interface built using Surface Fleet that
employs lightweight, semi-transparent UI elements known
as Applets. Applets appear always-on-top of the operating
system, application windows, and (conceptually) above the
device itself. But all connections and synchronized data are
virtualized and made resilient through the cloud. For
example, a sharing Applet known as a Portfolio allows a user
to drag and drop unbound Interaction Promises into a
document. Such promises can then be fulfilled with content
asynchronously, at a later time (or multiple times), from
another device, and by the same or a different user.

Figure 1. SurfaceFleet unbinds UI elements from not only the
device but also the current application, user, and time. In the
visible UI, Applets unbind controls from applications. Portfolios
unbind tools, inputs, behaviors, and content from the current
device and user. Promises unbind actions from time.

different device form-factor, the presence of a collaborator,
or the availability of the pieces of information needed to
complete a particular task. But the problem is that—if we
consider place in such a general manner—these transitions
come at a high cost, in the currencies of both application
development and user experience.
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SurfaceFleet (Fig. 1) is a working system that addresses these
challenges by de-coupling UI elements and operations from
a particular device. This system (for Microsoft Windows)
includes a resilient distributed systems foundation [24], a
preliminary toolkit, and a reference implementation of
interaction techniques that unbind interaction across multiple
dimensions of mobility in information work. So at a high
level our work contributes a new way of thinking about,
designing, and building distributed interactive systems.

• Human-centered computing~Ubiquitous and mobile
INTRODUCTION

Modern information work increasingly relies on multidevice workflows and distributed workspaces [66]. Mobility
of this sort implies the need for an ecosystem of technologies
[22] that transition user activity from one place to another,
whether that “place” takes the form of a literal location, a
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Yet, once one decouples user interface mechanisms from the
current device, this also has interesting carry-on implications
for unbinding interaction from the current application, the
current user, and the current time, as well. SurfaceFleet
handles transitions in place—bridging the resulting gaps—
across all four of these dimensions.
† The first two authors contributed equally to this work
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While these gaps have long been established in Ubicomp,
CSCW, and “Society of Devices” research [4, 11, 22, 26, 42,
59, 78], SurfaceFleet provides a unified interface around a
small number of concepts to bridge device, application, user,
and time—all at once. This integrative contribution—part
design probe, part reference implementation, and part
systems proof-of-concept—suggests that our approach can
address a variety of cross-device usage scenarios that entail
crossing one or more of these four bridges.

tandem via direct manipulation, such as in the concrete
Usage Scenario that follows.
#1. Device Unbound. Applets run on individual devices, but
the underlying system preserves all updates to program state
in a durable log via the Azure cloud [24]. Thus, migration of
user activity from one device to another is a special case of
fail-over to a new machine. But the same durable logging
mechanism affords highly performant synchronization, also
enabling parallel (multiple device) experiences. This allows
the unbinding of interface elements from a particular device.

While some of our scenarios involve collaboration, the type
of computer-supported cooperative work afforded by current
on-line document sharing systems is not our core
contribution. Indeed, instead of sharing entire documents,
our techniques instead focus on supporting distributed user
operations—tools, inputs, content, and behaviors—that can
be combined with or act upon documents.

#2. Application Unbound. Rather than replacing users’
existing applications, our strategy is to interoperate with (and
span across) them, via Applets layered above other content.
But unlike techniques such as ToolGlass [12], Tracking
Menus [21], or translucent patches [49], Applets are
independent executables that are not bound to a particular
program, window, or the walled garden of a web browser;
rather, they float above the operating system shell, and its
applications—and conceptually, even the device itself.

For example, interactive tools and inputs include the system
clipboard, a color picker, a camera stream, or a mouse
telepointer. Individual pieces of content include images,
passages of text, or color palettes that can be dragged and
dropped into documents. But even groupings of multiple
objects—for example, placeholders for three images—can
be collected in a Container, which visually resembles a
splayed-out sheaf of papers. Any object—content, tools, or
Containers—can be shared across one’s own devices (or with
a collaborator) via a Portfolio (Figure 7). A Portfolio is a
distributed-interface object akin to an art portfolio case—a
place where an one carries work of mixed media, of various
sizes and types, and their tools of the trade. Content,
Containers, and Portfolios are all reified in the UI through
Applets—draggable, semi-transparent UI elements that
remain always-on-top of the window manager, available as
the user switches between different programs or web pages.

#3. User Unbound. Since Applets roam across devices, they
afford connections between people—multiple users on
multiple devices—as well. Yet in current practice, many of
the tools one uses for collaboration differ sharply from the
everyday tools used for individual work. Hence, we adopt the
design stance that individual tools are collaborative tools,
and vice versa. One can set aside an ephemeral piece of
information for later use in one’s individual work—via
exactly the same interaction mechanisms used to pass a
screen grab to a co-located (or even remote) collaborator.
#4. Time Unbound. Another consequence of our approach is
support of both synchronous and asynchronous interactions.
Once there is a deterministically replayable log of distributed
state, application logic does not necessarily have to “failover” immediately. Likewise, finer-grained interactions can
also be left latent, to migrate or synchronize at a later time.

Finally, Interaction Promises offer novel behavior by acting
as a reference to future content, such as a placeholder for an
on-site photo that has not yet been taken. These are
encapsulated as cross-device SurfaceFleet objects that users
can likewise collect, share, and drag & drop into documents.

Acting in Tandem. These four cornerstones of
unboundedness can act in tandem, allowing users to
selectively share objects, or defer actions, until opportunity
arises on the device with the desired resources, at the right
time and the right place. For example, a user could work with
a collaborator to gather the desired information, from a
suitable application, on another device, and at a later time. In
addition—and similar to Koorsgard’s description of a placecentric approach to computing [48]—this affords fluid
transitions between different configurations in everyday
situations and evolving changes over time.

Our main contribution is the concepts behind the
SurfaceFleet system itself, which leverages a robust and
performant distributed system foundation [24], raising novel
implications for migration of user experiences across
multiple dimensions of “place.” To illustrate the potential of
this approach for a variety of usage scenarios, we explore
novel interaction mechanisms including Applets, Portfolios,
and Interaction Promises. We also present a preliminary
toolkit for authoring SurfaceFleet applications in C# without
deep prior expertise in distributed systems. Overall, our work
offers a unifying conceptual contribution through its framing
of mobility as transitions in place in terms of device,
application, user, and time—and the resulting exploration of
techniques that simultaneously bridge all four of these gaps.

Via Direct Manipulation. Graphical user interfaces rely
heavily on direct manipulation of visually-represented
objects on a single device. Yet for distributed work, in
current practice the necessary documents or pieces of
information are often invisible and out of sight—lost and
fragmented [13, 66] across a Borgesian labyrinth of synced
folders, downloads, devices, and web services. This sharply
diverges from natural human ways of organizing—such as

FOUR CORNERSTONES OF UNBOUNDEDNESS

Here, we further unpack these four dimensions of device,
application, user, and time, showing how they can act in
8
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collecting reference images in a sheaf
nearby, or sharing a clipping from an
article just by passing it to a colleague.
This suggests that it might be fruitful to
tackle some aspects of distributed
interaction by reifying them as objects
and instruments [7, 8] for “drag &
drop” direct manipulation.
Our work also resonates with
Beaudouin-Lafon’s compelling (but
brief) Unified Principles of Interaction
that support ubiquitous sharing,
distributed interaction, and pieces of
content, while elevating interactions
(i.e. tools) to first-class objects [9]. We
argue that by unbinding interaction
from the aforementioned cornerstones,
we provide a flexible environment
where users can work across devices,
migrating tools and content between
applications and tasks—by working
collaboratively, and at a time that suits
them best. Ultimately, users choose a
configuration that fits their workflow,
allowing them to fulfill their tasks.
Usage Scenario

To give a more concrete impression of
how SurfaceFleet looks and feels, the
following usage scenario (Figure 2)
illustrates how Applets combine (see
also our video figure).
Alice is an architect at a small firm, Figure 2. An example SurfaceFleet usage scenario that spans devices, applications, users,
currently working on a critical report and time—via Portfolios (S0), Containers (S1), Interaction Promises (S2), and Tools (S3).
ensuring that her building design is
When Alice retrieves the image from the Portfolio, her
being constructed properly at a far-flung construction site:
document updates, fulfilling the Promise.
S1. Create a Portfolio. Alice launches the SurfaceFleet
S4. Share Contents on a Large Display. In a meeting room
taskbar from the system tray, where she can create Media
with a large display, Alice discusses the report with two
Primitives, Containers, Portfolios, and Tools. She creates a
colleagues. From a social distance, they can each pass their
Portfolio—an Applet that passes content across devices. The
mouse pointer to the large display through a Portfolio. Alice
Portfolio floats on top of her window manager, always
then stands to present, while her colleagues tele-point to
accessible via drag & drop from other programs or Applets.
indicate parts of the document they have questions about.
S2. Collect Images On the Go. On the train, using her tablet,
Alice uses the Extract tool to take a snapshot of the current
Alice creates a Container from the SurfaceFleet taskbar. She
page. Using a pen, she then annotates the document as her
looks through her folder of site photos and drags & drops the
colleagues indicate areas of concern. She captures the markimages she wants into the Container. Alice drags this
up by Extracting the page once again, and for comparison
Container into a Portfolio that she created. Later, in her
she drags the two snapshots back into a shared Portfolio.
office, she opens it from her desktop, giving access to the
RELATED WORK
shared Container with the images collected on her tablet.
SurfaceFleet builds on systems and techniques for transitions

across devices, applications, and individual vs. collaborative
work—or for deferring actions in time. We then contrast our
approach with existing on-line sharing services (Figure 3).

S3. Create & Fulfill a Promise. At her desktop, Alice
realizes she doesn’t have a photo of the new building’s
entrance. Alice creates an empty placeholder and inserts it
into her document. Through a Portfolio, she shares it with
John, a co-worker on-site at construction. That afternoon,
John takes a photo of the new entrance to fill the placeholder.

Devices Unbound: Cross-Device Interaction

In the cross-device design space of Brudy et al. [15],
SurfaceFleet supports one or many people and devices;
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synchronous or asynchronous interactions; fixed and ad-hoc
dynamics; personal and social scales; and remote or colocated use. Many previous cross-device techniques depend
on spatial engagement [54], such as the spatially updated
drag-and-drop regions offered by Relate Gateways [23]. But
this requires a “smart room” with full spatial sensing,
excluding remote users—or indeed anyone who steps outside
the room. Our work forgoes spatial sensing to more flexibly
support co-located and remote interactions [5, 27, 46].

centric systems explore multi-tasking support for activity
roaming, suspension and resumption, and activity sharing [6,
76]. SurfaceFleet’s Applets share some similar motivation
but focus on mechanisms to extend simple actions across
devices, while unbinding them from users and time, as well.
Users Unbound: from Individual to Collaborative

Mobility is a key attribute of collaboration [51]—both in
terms of space, and the social notions of place that people
make of it [34]. People shift between group and individual
activities, needs for information-sharing change, and small
groups come and go [72]. Yet the technological tools for
collaboration differ from those used for individual work,
making transitions from Human-Computer to HumanHuman interaction costly [18] —in part because the tools are
less familiar. Single display groupware [73] offers an
example of reducing such costs: a session that starts on a
single user’s display readily transitions to multi-user activity.

Conductor [32] supports ad-hoc chaining of devices and
cross-device relationship management, in single-user / multidevice scenarios with small tablets. Panelrama [80] partitions
the ‘panels’ of a web UI (such as the elements of a YouTube
video player) across devices. Treating multiple devices as a
sort of multi-monitor [29] offers another approach [2].
SurfaceFleet’s Applets adopt this notion of distributing
small, self-contained pieces of functionality, but does so in
ways that also afford multi-user/multi-device collaboration.

In collaborative systems, the dimension of user is of course
implicit, since they address multi-user and not individual
work. But remote collaboration often requires asynchrony,
and hence ways to unbind time. For example, the MATE
collaborative writing system [33] allows one user’s mark-up
gestures to be acted upon by a colleague at a later time.
Likewise, Portholes [20] provide background awareness of
when remote users are present, affording notions such as
meeting “when everyone is available” [18].

Cloud-Capable UI Elements as First-Class Objects

While SurfaceFleet’s Applets provide useful functionality
even when running on a single device, they inherently
support migration of program state across devices, if and
when desired. Existing cross-device HCI systems and
toolkits tend to emphasize spatial proximity [37, 53, 69],
gesture input / recognition [19, 38], or testing [57, 58] for the
toolkit's level of abstraction. In SurfaceFleet we focus on
providing shared state abstractions for distributed systems.

More generally, SurfaceFleet expands the notion of place in
the classic time/space matrix of collaboration [4, 42]. For
example, mixed-presence groupware [74] addresses the
same time / same place and same time / different place
quadrants of this matrix. But SurfaceFleet calls out the
dimension of user—individual or collaborative—while also
raising device, application, and time as cornerstones of
unboundedness. This shows how interactions and system
abstractions that unbind activity from a particular device can
also serve to unbind other dimensions of place in mobility.

Other toolkits explore how to persist information across
clients, often making use of a shared dictionary (e.g.
GroupKit [64]) or a shared Document Object Model (DOM)
on the web, as realized by Webstrates [46]. Under these
representations, UI elements can update their information
when a shared model changes. We apply a similar technical
notion, but bring it to the level of user interface elements in
native applications, with state shared at the C# languagebinding level through a principled and scalable database
architecture [24]. Hence, in SurfaceFleet, cloud-capable UI
elements and behaviors are first-class objects.

Time Unbound: Deferred Action, Multiple Fulfillment

Beyond the same time / different time distinction of the
time/space matrix [42], other work explores going back in
time [62, 79]. But the ability to defer certain actions to future
time also could be valuable because knowledge workers
often must cope with uncertainty, or missing information.

Apps Unbound: Across the OS and Existing Programs

HCI systems research often leverages and repurposes
existing infrastructures. This empowers end-users to
combine tools, customize, and achieve new effects [25, 50,
61]. Similar considerations arise from field studies of
knowledge work, such as the observation that document
management tools should be “integrated in the current
working environment of the user” [14]. SurfaceFleet uses
Applets that float above the window manager, allowing them
to co-exist with the everyday applications and OS features
that knowledge workers already use for productivity. By
contrast, a web solution is bound to a single application—the
browser—and hence largely walled off from rich OS features
and other running programs.

For example, people often can’t sensibly file new materials
because their future role or utility is still unknown [44]. Our
Container and Portfolio Applets in particular extend designs
for gathering pieces of encountered information [56] during
active reading, via multi-object visual clipboards [36, 63,
75], to span devices and multiple users. But in particular,
SurfaceFleet includes ways to defer actions (user decisions)
to a later point in time—or even more than one point in time,
such as through multiple fulfillment of Interaction Promises.
Existing Online Sharing Apps and Web Services

Xerox’s classic Rooms metaphor [35] supports multi-tasking
across sets of applications, including carrying certain
windows across Rooms as Baggage. More recently, activity-

Current sharing apps (Fig. 3) address aspects of distributed
work, but these solutions are siloed (in a single app or the
browser)—and focus on folder sync, or sharing entire files.
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individual tools can serve as collaborative
tools—and vice versa—while also
affording the deferral of actions in time.
Unbinding Device, Application, User,
and Time each have precedents, but
SurfaceFleet is the first distributed
system to put all four of these
cornerstones into action simultaneously,
for both tools and pieces of content, using
just a few cross-device toolkit
abstractions and interactions.
SURFACEFLEET SYSTEM & TOOLKIT

Before
discussing
SurfaceFleet’s
interaction techniques in more depth, we
first detail the technologies that comprise
our system and toolkit. SurfaceFleet runs
on Windows and is implemented in C#
using the .NET Framework and Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF). Major
components include a shared model,
Figure 3. Surface Fleet unbinds Device, App, User, and Time in a way that unifies all robust logging of updates, and OS and
four of these cornerstones, and that complements existing on-line sharing tools.
application-interop features (Figure 5).
Device Unbound: Migration as Cross-Device Fail-Over

Our contribution is integrative, addressing multiple aspects
with a few UI concepts. For example, Dropbox, OneDrive,
and GoogleDrive are document-centric archives. They focus
on cold storage of entire documents, synchronizing
established folders and files, rather than transient pieces of
content (or tools) in active use. Slack and Teams focus on
messaging, with files or images dragged into threads. But
these are still silos: one must switch to Slack/Teams to share.
So sharing with collaborators requires a different interface
than passing individual work to one’s own devices. By using
Applets that float on top of the window manager,
SurfaceFleet keeps the same sharing affordances always
available, even as the user switches between their familiar
productivity applications, documents, or web pages.

SurfaceFleet is founded on principled distributed systems
techniques, so resiliency is built into our system—unlike
HCI toolkits and demos that use ad-hoc TCP connections, or
UDP streaming, for example. We use a distributed clientserver architecture, where each client keeps a local copy of
shared state. Changes to the local state synchronize in realtime, with the state updating (recovering) on a new device as
soon as a connection is established. Clients within a
federation can communicate through the Azure cloud, which
they access via a federation-specific connection string
needed for Shared Key authorization.
We built a custom infrastructure on top of Ambrosia [24].
Ambrosia (available via open source) uses declarative
database techniques to persist data, providing virtual
resiliency by capturing state changes in a deterministically
replayable log. This is done at the C# language level in a
durable, failure-resilient, and performant manner via Azure.

Apple Continuity [3] supports features such as handoff to
another device, using a device as a second screen, or
Continuity Camera to insert a picture taken by another
device. SurfaceFleet contributes technical means to build
these type of experiences, and shows how this can generalize
to operations across four cornerstones of unboundedness.

Ambrosia utilizes a component known as CRA (also opensource) [65] that virtualizes connection management.
Virtualization of inter-device connections combined with
virtual resiliency of state changes makes our system not only
robust to IP address changes, but also facilitates migration of
user interface operations from one device to another. As long
as clients can access the cloud they can (re)synchronize
application state—essentially turning a transition from one
machine to another into a cross-device fail-over.

Finally, our system is not a client with simple views into the
data on each device. Rather, SurfaceFleet hosts “rich clients”
where the shared layer plugs directly into application state at
the C# language binding level. Hence, durable shared state
via Azure, in a principled distributed system architecture, is
an integral part of our functionality.
Summary

Developers don’t have to write extra program logic to handle
complex distributed failure cases. For Serializable data types,
SurfaceFleet wraps these robust foundations for shared state
at the C# language level through C#’s Attributes feature,
which enables querying of program entities at runtime
without the need for any compiler modifications or

Each Applet in the SurfaceFleet system is an independent
executable, with a cloud connection to log shared model
updates in a robust and durable manner. Giving each Applet
a concrete visual representation that floats above the window
manager reifies these concepts [8] for rich instrumental
interaction [7]. Activity starts on a single device, yet
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additional tools. Developers simply need to annotate
variables as [Synchronizable] (Figure 4). The robust
sharing of state across multiple devices is entirely managed
on behalf of the developer.

Drag & Drop Events: Users can drag & drop by mouse, pen,
or direct-touch to pass these rich data formats amongst
Applets and unmodified applications such as Word or Adobe
Illustrator. Dragging a SurfaceFleet image primitive, for
example, adds data in three formats: (i) the path to a copy of
the image in the file system; (ii) a bitmap in multiple formats
to enable rich feedback and compatibility with unmodified
applications; and (iii) an internal format that passes an ID to
native SurfaceFleet components such as Portfolios and
Containers—or for use in behaviors such as Interaction
Promises.

[Synchronizable]
public Color CurrentColor
{
get
{
return (Color)this.Connection.SharedModel["CurrentColor"];
}
set
{
this.Connection.SharedModel["CurrentColor"] = value;
}
}
//subscribe to update events of remote variable
Connection.SharedModel.ModelUpdated += OnModelUpdated;

SurfaceFleet Plugins & Component Object Model (COM):
When the user drops a SurfaceFleet object onto an
unmodified external application, we check whether we can
access its COM APIs. This requires building a SurfaceFleet
plugin to handle the COM interfaces for each external
application; we currently implement plugins for Word,
Illustrator, Photoshop, and PowerPoint integration. But the
SurfaceFleet toolkit includes generalizable abstract classes
that enable developers to add support for new applications in
a straightforward manner. If SurfaceFleet supports the
external application, it performs an action appropriate for the
given data type, such as inserting a photo, filling the selected
shape with a color, or creating an Interaction Promise.
Alternatively, developers can modify an external application

private void OnModelUpdated(object sender, ModelChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.PropertyName == "CurrentColor" && this.isDisplayOnly)
{
this.Container.Background =
new SolidColorBrush(this.CurrentColor);
}
}

Figure 4. Tagging a variable with the [Synchronizable]
Attribute makes it available across devices. Subscribing to
ModelUpdated events triggers callbacks for changes in value.

Developers can subscribe to update events for state changes
on remote variables—including single objects, lists, or
dictionaries—and receive a callback in response (Figure 4).
The SurfaceFleet toolkit supports many basic data types,
images, colors, lists, dictionaries, and so forth,
but developers can extend these mechanisms to
arbitrary objects by annotating their own
classes with a C# DataContract.
Application Unbound:
Functionality

Cross-Application

Knowledge work is not siloed within any single
“sharing” or “messaging” app. To achieve
Application Unboundedness, SurfaceFleet’s UI
adopts strategies that meet knowledge workers
where their activity occurs, even as they taskswitch among many applications.
Semi-Transparent, Always-on-top Applets:
Existing on-line sharing apps tend to be siloed
in the web browser, or a single application. But
SurfaceFleet’s semi-transparent Applets float
above the window manager, making them
always visible and always available as drag &
drop targets, no matter the current application,
web page, or file system window.
Multiple Formats in Clipboard. The Windows
Clipboard can hold information in multiple
formats. SurfaceFleet takes advantage of this
by simultaneously placing multiple standard
formats—as well as internal data formats—on
the system clipboard. This allows SurfaceFleet
to share rich objects across internal components
—or standard formats with external
applications—using the same mechanisms.
Figure 5. System, toolkit, and underlying technical components of SurfaceFleet.
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to access our custom clipboard data format directly.
Meanwhile, for legacy applications we default to clipboard
formats such as file paths, bitmap images, or text strings.

At a technical level, we require SurfaceFleet clients to run on
an organizationally approved version of the operating system
image. This ensures that untrusted, unknown, or possibly
malicious devices outside of an organization cannot join
SurfaceFleet federations. To verify and enforce this, we
implemented Windows device attestation via the CPU’s
built-in Trusted Platform Module (TPM) hardware to
cryptographically ensure device compliance. Devices that
pass this attestation receive an authorization key, enabling
access to a federation’s shared state on the Azure cloud.

Time Unbound: Interaction-Driven Promises

Unbinding actions from time is fundamental to our system’s
technical underpinnings. For example, when a device joins a
federation, it deterministically replays shared model updates
from the session. Hence, SurfaceFleet can migrate activity to
another device immediately, or at a later time, or even revisit
past states so long as they remain available in the log. But at
present, we expose Time Unboundedness in the user
interface through Interaction Promises, which allow users to
insert placeholders for content that is not yet available.

INTERACTION TECHNIQUES IN SURFACEFLEET

At a high level, the various concepts realized in the user
interface of SurfaceFleet are intended as technology probes
[40]. We believe our toolkit affords many new opportunities
for cross-device interaction, which we explored by building
and reflecting-in-action [67] upon a set of interdependent
techniques. Each of these techniques (or “probes”) represent
meaningfully distinct examples that go beyond single
instances by collectively exploring a class of techniques—
and that illustrate the compound, integrated [17] workflow
of knowledge work that spans multiple surfaces [66, 68].

To realize Interaction Promises with external applications,
we use COM APIs to insert & fulfill Promises. For example,
when creating a Promise in Word, we use COM APIs to
insert an invisible bookmark (with a unique ID) spanning a
range selection including the placeholder image. At a future
time, we can scan the document for the ID and replace the
content, again using COM APIs. Here, we simply use the
caret position within the document’s text-flow to insert the
invisible bookmark, plus a placeholder image, which we can
then replace later. Alternatively, developers can implement
their own plugins to check for Promise fulfillments—even
when our application is not running, or the document has
been closed. For example, we created a custom plugin for
Word, which checks opened files for an inserted Promise,
with replacement of the content if needed. This would further
allow insertion of longer blocks of rich content that can be
manipulated within the document—as well as externally.

At present, we make no strong claims as to whether
SurfaceFleet and the particular probes realized in its Applets
make for “better” distributed work or not. And the level of
development is not yet such that we can deploy our
techniques longitudinally for real work. Rather, these
techniques are intended to probe and demonstrate some of
the interesting technical and interaction possibilities afforded
when one approaches Society-of-Devices experiences from
a principled distributed systems foundation.

SurfaceFleet Tools offer another example of app-native
support for time-unbound Interaction Promises. For
example, the color picker can accept a selection (shape)
dragged from Adobe Illustrator. The system keeps a
reference to this shape, and updates the selection’s fill color
whenever the user samples a new color with the color picker.

Applets and the SurfaceFleet Taskbar

User Unbound: Social Protocol and Organizational Trust

Applets are semi-transparent by default. This allows partial
visibility of underlying content or program windows. But
when the user touches an Applet (or hovers over it with the
mouse or a pen-tip), it fully materializes, becoming opaque;
moving away then fades back to a semi-transparent state.
Hence Applets are always visible, always on top, and always
available for drag & drop from any program or web page.

Applets let SurfaceFleet offer user interface objects across
the window manager and other applications. Applets are
independent executables, visible as compact regions that
float above the window manager. The user can reposition
them as desired, or dismiss when no longer needed.

Conceptually, SurfaceFleet’s interactions are unbound from
any particular user. For example, the Promise replacement
noted above also works in a collaborative scenario, where
one user can insert an image placeholder, then share with a
collaborator via Portfolio. The collaborator can then fulfill it
(e.g. by taking a photo with their device’s camera), and share
back through the Portfolio. We rely on social protocol for
users to learn of shared Portfolios, or to avoid conflicts such
as sharing one physical keyboard to two different devices.

Through these Applets, SurfaceFleet UI strives to make
cross-device interactions visible and local. The legacy of
Xerox Star conventions such as folders, icons, and generic
verbs [43] shows the power of directly manipulating visual
metaphors [28, 41, 70]. The visibility and locality [77] of
techniques such as Local Tools [10], KidPad [39] and
HabilisDraw [16, 71] show how making a tool’s meaning,
state, and parameters apparent provides awareness and
affordances [30, 60] for interaction. Related techniques such
as Tracking Menus [21], Translucent Patches [49], and
ToolGlass [12] all use floating tools to interact with content
in rich ways. Such reification [8] allows domain objects to

But as stated previously, our core contributions do not
revolve around collaboration, and as such we presently do
not implement the rich heritage of known people-centric
interaction and feedback techniques available in the CSCW
literature. For example, our system currently does not show
which users are connected, or provide feedback of who has
collaborative access. Rather, our goal here is to show that our
technical architecture and the interface mechanisms we
explore have implications for collaborative scenarios as well.
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combine with interaction instruments [7]—an approach also
well-suited to multi-surface environments [47].

The following sections discuss each of these in more depth,
starting with perhaps the most interesting ones, Portfolios
and Interaction Promises.

SurfaceFleet's Applets adopt these strategies to interoperate
with the OS, window manger, application windows, and one
another through instrumental interaction. The user can
launch Applets from the SurfaceFleet taskbar (Figure 6). But
further interactions with floating Applets and Tools often
yield Applets directly, without having to revisit this taskbar.

Portfolios: Unbinding from Devices and People

The Portfolio Applet acts like a mobile travel case, holding
mixed-media objects and tools while transporting them from
one “place” to another. Part portal, part stash, and part
teleporter, Portfolios enable convenient transfer of
SurfaceFleet objects—Media Primitives, Containers, Tools,
and Promises—across devices through a common drag and
drop operation. Portfolios are unbound from devices—once
a Portfolio is instantiated, other devices in the same
federation can access it. And they’re unbound from users as
well—allowing people to build habits for moving personal
objects across devices for individual work, that then also
apply to moving shared objects across users for collaborative
work. Hence SurfaceFleet offers consistent interactions such
that individual tools are collaborative tools, and vice versa.
When an Applet (such as an Image Primitive) is dragged over
a Portfolio (Figure 7), the Portfolio wiggles to indicate that
it can accept the content. Releasing the Applet places it into
the Portfolio, which shows the Applet sticking out. This
feedback of available items is echoed across all devices that
have access to that particular shared Portfolio. People can
place or retrieve contents from a Portfolio in a manner
similar to how people hand off physical documents or even
tools. When a person takes an item out of a Portfolio, by
double-tapping, it is elevated to an independent Applet, now
floating on their screen. Users can customize the label and
color scheme of each Portfolio to make them distinct.

Figure 6. The SurfaceFleet taskbar can create Applets for (a)
Media Primitives, (b) Containers, and (c) Tools, and (d)
Portfolios. The taskbar icon (e) appears near the Start menu.
Five Mechanisms for Cross-Device Interaction

SurfaceFleet consists of five main distributed-interface
mechanisms that users can employ in combination to unbind
content and tools from device, application, user, and time:
1. Portfolios: Akin to an art portfolio case, this Applet
functions both as a cross-device portal, and a creator’s
travel folio—a place to stash mixed-media content
(Primitives, Containers) as well as interactive Tools.
2. Interaction Promises are placeholders for content,
allowing deferral of select actions or decisions. For
example, users can drag empty Media Primitives, where
the contents of the images are not yet available, to create
and share Promises for future fulfillment.
3. Tools: SurfaceFleet encapsulates a number of user
interface operations, inputs, and interactive behaviors in
special Applets known as Tools. Users can drag Tools
onto content (or use them as drop targets) to achieve
various effects via instrumental interaction [7, 8].
4. Media Primitives are pieces of content, such as images,
that are elevated to floating Applets to make them directly
actionable for cross-device use in SurfaceFleet.
5. Containers: Visually represented as a splayed-out sheaf,
this Applet offers an always-available, multi-object visual
clipboard that users can dock to any edge of the screen for
convenient collection and curation of content.

Figure 7. Portfolios share content and tools. An empty Portfolio
appears closed (left). Dragging content or tools over a Portfolio
causes it to wiggle, signaling that the Portfolio can accept the
object (middle). Portfolios partially reveal their contents to
provide awareness (right). A double-tap retrieves the contents.
Interaction Promises: Unbinding from Time

Interaction Promises are one of the more interesting new
concepts probed by SurfaceFleet. They afford asynchronous
workflows where people can delegate pieces of content to
other devices, or collaborators, for fulfillment in the future.
That is, in combination with Applets, SurfaceFleet uses these
as proxies for the as-yet unavailable contents of a Media
Primitive. They can also be fulfilled one or more times, such
as replacing an initial image with a better option that a
collaborator shares back later. Interaction Promises even
support multiple fulfillment, i.e., they can return a Container
with a plurality of objects as options, from which the user
who initiated the promise can decide which one to select.
These types of dilemmas are common in knowledge work,
where pieces of information may be ambiguous, undecided,
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too distracting to deal with immediately, or unavailable as
work begins [44, 68]. In other cases, users may need to defer
decisions to a later time, such as when they are on another
device with the right resources (e.g. a camera) or content
(photo collection)—or when a collaborator is ready to help.

Examples of Tools as Generic Commands

Tools can have special functions that encapsulate crossapplication as well as operating system behaviors. All Tools
can be shared across devices via Portfolios (e.g. Figure 7).
Color Picker Tool. Resembling an eyedropper, this tool
retrieves the color of a screen pixel from any device. When
full, the color can be squeezed out onto other Applets or
running programs. For example, a designer can use the Color
Picker to drop multiple colors into a Container, which creates
color chips, e.g. to curate the color palette for a brand design.
Camera Tool. A device’s camera can connect to a Media
Primitive or Container. When the user snaps a picture, the
photo replaces the Primitive, or adds to the Container.
Tele-point & Tele-type. In co-located, shared screen
scenarios, users can pass their mouse cursor to another
device. Each user’s telepointer appears with a distinct color.
For clicks, SurfaceFleet injects multi-touch events, allowing
each user to drag objects and interact. Likewise, users can
pass the Tele-type Tool to a device lacking a keyboard.

Figure 8. Interaction Promises: 1) the user drags an empty
placeholder into a document. The user can then 2) populate it
with an initial image, or 3) receive updates when the linked
Applet is fulfilled from other devices, or by other users.

Screen Grab. The user can lasso a portion of the screen using
a pen, touch, or mouse, resulting in a nonrectangular Image
Primitive. This makes it easy to grab a piece of encountered
content [56] on one device and share it back to another.

For example, to insert a provisional image into a Word
document (Figure 8), SurfaceFleet lets users drag an empty
placeholder Image Primitive Applet into their document. By
also sharing this Applet with a collaborator, via a Portfolio,
the collaborator can later fulfill this placeholder with image
content. SurfaceFleet links all placeholders within
documents to their Applet source, allowing the image to be
updated when the corresponding distributed-interface object
changes, whether locally, on another device, or by another
user. Likewise, upon fulfillment, a single Promise can
propagate to multiple placeholders in a document, as
currently implemented in Microsoft Word through invisible
bookmarks that contain the Applet’s internal object ID (for
the details of our approach see the earlier technical
description of “Interaction-Driven Promises”).

Extract Tool. The Extract tool is similar to Screen Grab, but
grabs rectangular content within an application window
(such as to collect the currently visible page of a document
for mark-up), and elevates it to an Applet for collection and
sharing via Containers and Portfolios.
Clipboard. Users can link this Tool to an Applet, such as a
Container, to collect objects copied to the system clipboard
(further detailed below). The Clipboard Tool’s icon remains
visible, providing feedback of the active link until dismissed.
Media Primitives—Content Unbound from Applications

The Media Primitive is a base Applet that reifies a single
piece of content. Primitives remain local, unless shared to
another device or user. We currently support images, rich
text, and colors; video and audio are planned additions. In
particular, Media Primitives allow drag & drop with:
− Unmodified Programs, for insertion into Word, Illustrator,
PowerPoint, Photoshop, File Explorer, the Desktop, etc.;
− Portfolios and Containers, for collection with other objects
and sharing across devices and users; and
− Any Other Applet, to serve as the operand of the function
appropriate to the drop-target.
− Tools / Returned as Results. Media Primitives also emerge
as results from other Applets, such as when applying a
Tool, or taking shared content out of a Portfolio.

Tools—User Operations Across Devices & Applications

Tools are Applets that reify and encapsulate functionality for
generic verbs [43], input streams, or OS-level commands that
apply across multiple applications. As appropriate for
instrumental interaction [7], the effect of a Tool depends on
what it is applied to—hence, by drag and drop to different
programs, content types, or Applets, the user can achieve
various effects with a small set of Tools. For example,
clicking a full Color Picker Tool over Illustrator “squeezes
out” the color, onto Illustrator’s selected objects.
Tools always produce a visual manifestation, either by
generating a new Applet (Media Primitive) as a result, or by
having a visual representation of the command applied
locally. Users can then drag these representations to share the
Tools (i.e. their results or behaviors) across devices via
Portfolios. In this manner, not just content but also tools can
be unbound from devices and passed to collaborators.

Like other Applets, Media Primitives float on top of the
window manager, where users can reposition, partially
overlap, or otherwise arrange them freeform. Thus pieces of
content in active use remain visible and readily at hand, in a
“spatial holding pattern for current inputs and ideas”[44]—
much like scraps of paper on a physical desk. Our intent is to
allow the “intelligent use of space” [45] typical in knowledge
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work, such as to structure task steps, remind of important
information, and afford juxtaposition of ideas [31, 68].

and Tools with instrumental interactions [7, 8] lends the
system power in combination. And with the unbinding of
time afforded by Interaction Promises, a unified interface
with a small number of consistent concepts can support
flexible workflows for individual deferred actions as well as
collaborative delegation of tasks.
Appropriate Scale in Time and Number. The interface
choices made in SurfaceFleet’s current design probes suit
some envisioned uses, but not others. It is intended for
transient work-objects in active use, not the long tail of items
in cold storage. A single active project, not a long-term
archive of many. Small-group settings, not large meetings.
Semi-private sharing among trusted peers, not open and
(potentially untrusted) public participation. For example, the
freeform, informal, and arguably more human way of
organizing content afforded by a “messy desk” [1, 14, 44,
45] might not scale to hundreds of Applets left lying around
on top of the window manager. However, these choices are
not fundamental to our four cornerstones of unboundedness,
our robust distributed-system foundation, or our toolkit,
which could all be used to probe many other possibilities
along this spectrum of choices in the future.

Figure 9. A Container synchronized across devices via a
Portfolio. Any items added appear on the other device.
Containers: Collections of Media Primitives

A Container (Figure 9) is a floating Applet that aggregates
and curates a set of media primitives, which appear by
default as a fanned-out sheaf of items. Containers let users
arrange, reposition, or pin up a set of objects (such as images)
as a unit, much like one would place a stack of papers in a
task-appropriate position on a physical desk [52]. Containers
support vertically stacked, horizontally stacked, grid, and
freeform arrangements of content (Figure 6b). They can even
have a set number of items, and of a certain type—such as a
Container with placeholders for three images that a user
might pass to a collaborator, to populate with on-site photos
of construction from three different camera angles.

Feedback and Awareness. Perhaps the main weakness of
our current visual interaction design is that certain aspects of
state, such as which other devices or users (if any) a Portfolio
is currently shared with, lack feedback. This might be as
simple as showing pictures on-hover of who a Portfolio is
shared with. It could also involve more animations such as
the Portfolio’s existing “wiggle” to signal it can accept dragand-drop (Figure 7). And more generally, awareness of
nearby devices or persons is lacking in SurfaceFleet. Such
feedback could allay potential concerns of sharing something
private by dragging it to the wrong Applet, for example.

Distributing the System Clipboard via Containers. In
addition to inserting media via direct drag-and-drop from
Applets and other programs, users can drag the Clipboard
Tool onto a Container to associate them. Then, whenever the
user copies media to the system clipboard, it also appears in
the Container, with a salient “pop and bounce” animation.
For individual use, this preserves a history of copied items,
which the user can then drag out and re-use at any time. But
by passing such a Container to select devices or collaborators
(via the Portfolio, as discussed below), the user creates a
shared distributed clipboard. Hence this combination of
Applets and Tools shows how SurfaceFleet can unbind an
abstraction like the system clipboard from the current device.

Toolkit Availability and OS. The technical foundation of our
system is complex and involves a number of layers that
would need to be better packaged to make them usable and
maintainable going forward. Nonetheless our medium-term
intention is to release SurfaceFleet for open source. Further,
developers curious about these directions can directly build
on top of Ambrosia [24] and CRA [65]. For example, we are
currently investigating the feasibility of building distributed
interactions for JavaScript and Android via these layers.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our work articulates a new way of thinking about mobility
as transitions from one place to another. In particular, we
generalize the notion of place to four cornerstones of
unboundedness: device, application, user, and time. At
present, SurfaceFleet just scratches the surface of these
multi-dimensional gaps in cross-device interaction, and
much work remains to be done to support them more fully.
But collectively our existing toolkit and design probes of
interaction techniques already show much potential.

DISCUSSION

Here we reflect on the design probes as currently realized in
SurfaceFleet, based on our own experiences with them, as
well as some preliminary pilot user feedback we’ve received.
Power in Combination. SurfaceFleet frames mobility in
knowledge work as transitions from one place to another,
where place is generalized across multiple dimensions of
unboundedness. Hence “sharing” is not just something for
files & folders, but reconceived and de-coupled into Applets
and Tools. Simple behaviors then support flexible “partial
sharing” of pieces of documents, and other intermediate
work-objects. The resulting expressive match [61] of Applets

We are also keen to develop more aspects of the system to a
level where they could be deployed for real work—and for
longitudinal studies. These could surface new issues and
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challenges in our multi-device, multi-user world (even if
largely in the form of remote collaboration in this pandemic).

[6] Jakob E. Bardram, Steven Jeuris, Paolo Tell, Steven

Houben and Stephen Voida, Activity-centric computing
systems. Commun. ACM, 2019. 62(8): p. 72-81.
10.1145/3325901.

Many other issues remain to be explored by future work. For
example, our present system does not attempt to sense or
discover nearby devices and services for implicit or semiautomatic formation of device federations [26, 55]. We are
especially interested to pursue techniques that exploit
sensing on devices and semi-fixed features such as tables and
displays, with flexible treatment of interpersonal space [27].
To explore these directions, we intend to add support for
distributed sensing techniques to the SurfaceFleet toolkit.

[7] Michel Beaudouin-Lafon. Instrumental interaction: an

interaction model for designing post-WIMP user
interfaces. in Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems. 2000. The
Hague, The Netherlands: ACM.
10.1145/332040.332473.

[8] Michel Beaudouin-Lafon and Wendy E. Mackay.

Reification, polymorphism and reuse: three principles
for designing visual interfaces. in Proceedings of the
working conference on Advanced visual interfaces.
2000. Palermo, Italy: ACM. 10.1145/345513.345267.

More generally, present computing trends suggest that crossdevice and distributed systems will have major impact on
HCI going forward. With Moore’s Law at an end, yet
networking and storage exhibiting exponential gains, the
future appears to favor systems that emphasize seamless
mobility of data, rather than using any particular CPU. At the
same time, the ubiquity of connected and inter-dependent
devices, of many different form factors, hints at a Society of
Technologies that establishes meaningful relationships
amongst the members of this society. This favors the mobility
of user activity, rather than using any particular device, to
achieve a future where HCI can meet full human potential.

[9] Michel Beaudouin-Lafon. Towards Unified Principles

of Interaction. in Proceedings of the 12th Biannual
Conference on Italian SIGCHI Chapter. 2017. Cagliari,
Italy: Association for Computing Machinery.
10.1145/3125571.3125602.

[10] Benjamin B. Bederson, James D. Hollan, Allison

Druin, Jason Stewart, David Rogers and David Proft.
Local tools: an alternative to tool palettes. in
Proceedings of the 9th annual ACM symposium on
User interface software and technology (UIST '96).
1996. ACM, New York, NY, USA.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/237091.237116.
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